Abstract-High-rate large-sized (a) flows have adverse ef fects on delay-sensitive flows. Research-and-education network providers are interested in identifying such flows within their networks, and directing these flows to traffic-engineered QoS controlled virtual circuits. To achieve this goal, a design is proposed for a hybrid network traffic engineering system (HNTES) that would run on an external server, gather NetFlow reports from routers, analyze these reports to identify a-flow source/destination address prefixes, configure firewall filter rules at ingress routers to extract future flows and redirect them to previously provisioned intra-domain virtual circuits. This paper presents an evaluation of this HNTES design using NetFlow reports collected over a 7-month period from four ESnet routers.
I. INTRODUCTION
Research-and-eduation (REN) network providers have ob served that high-rate large-sized flows (henceforth referred to as a flows [1] ) have adverse effects on delay-sensitive flows. Therefore, there is an interest in identifying these a flows, and redirecting them to traffic-engineered, QoS-controlled paths.
RENs have deployed dynamic virtual-circuit (VC) services, using MPLS, to complement their IP-routed service. The opportunity for path selection in the VC setup phase is a means for traffic engineering a flows on lightly loaded links. QoS mechanisms such as weighted fair queueing can be used to isolate a-flow packets into separate virtual queues.
As IP routers do not offer built-in capabilities to identify a flows, we proposed a network management software system called hybrid network traffic-engineering system (HNTES) to be run on an external server in our prior work [2] . HNTES conducts an omine analysis of NetFlow reports, which are exported by routers on a periodic basis. NetFlow reports are created by router hardware, which collects information about packets in a flow (identified by source and destination IP addresses, IP protocol field, and TCPIUDP port numbers). Re peated patterns are observed in source/destination IF addresses because scientists typically use the same servers to download datasets from supercomputing centers. HNTES leverages this pattern to identify a flows by their addresses, and then set firewall filters at ingress routers to direct future flows to provisioned, QoS-controlled virtual circuits.
This work focuses on a detailed evaluation of HNTES. It extends our prior evaluation [2] , which consisted of NetFlow report analysis from a single router for two months, in three ways. First, we obtained NetFlow reports from 4 different ESnet [3] routers for a longer period of 7 months, and analyzed these reports to determine which router interfaces' reports to monitor in a deployed HNTES. Second, a tradeoff was examined between the use of 124 and /32 address prefixes in firewall filters, with the former offering higher effectiveness in identifying and directing a-flow packets, but the latter offering a lower negative impact on afflicted-flow packets (non-file transfer packets that share a-flow address prefixes). Third, we determined whether an omine design was sufficient or whether an online HNTES design was required; an online design would allow for port numbers to be used in firewall filter rules making them more specific and thus avoiding the amicted-flow problem (as scientific data transfer applications such as GridFTP [4] use ephemeral port numbers, an omine design cannot use port numbers in the firewall filter rules).
Our key findings are as follows: (i) Effectiveness (percent age of a bytes that are identified and directed to virtual circuits) is higher when using NetFlow reports collected at provider-edge (PE) routers, which connect to single customer networks, when compared to core routers, and therefore, we recommend that HNTES use NetFlow reports from PE routers.
(ii) We recommend the use of 124 address prefixes for the firewall filter instead of /32. If /32 addresses are used, then there is a higher probability that an a flow is sent to the virtual queue served by IP-routed service where it can negatively impact the delay/jitter of many more non-a flows. On the other hand, if 124 prefixes are used, then a small percentage of non a flows are subject to the adverse effects of a flows by being directed to the a-flow virtual queue. (iii) As the percentage of amicted-flow packets is small, and effectiveness of the omine HNTES is high (> 90% for the PE routers), we conclude that an online HNTES is not required.
Section II describes the motivating factors for this work. Section III reviews related work. Section IV describes the HNTES design. Our detailed evaluation of omine HNTES using the 4 routers' NetFlow reports is presented in Section V, and Section VI concludes the paper. Network (ESnet) [3] and Internet2 [6] , which connect most of the DOE national laboratories and large research universities, respectively, experience sudden surges in traffic caused by large scientific dataset transfers.
As an example, Fig. 1 shows a recent burst of traffic observed on Jan. 16, 2013 at one of the ESnet routers. While SNMP link utilization measurements just provide the total number of bytes/sec, this data can be correlated with NetFlow reports. Such analysis has shown that these bursts are most commonly caused by a single or few a flows rather than by an aggregation of many flows.
Next, we present an example of the adverse effects of an a flow on a delay-sensitive flow, and illustrate how QoS mechanisms can be used to isolate these a flows. In a recently accepted paper [7] , we reported on an experiment that was conducted on a high-speed DOE metropolitan-area testbed consisting of high-end computing hosts and two IP routers. All links in this network are 10 Gbps Ethernet. Three flows were created to compete for resources on a single router's outgoing interface: (i) an nuttep UDP flow that generated packets at 3 Gbps, (ii) an nuttep TCP flow that was initiated at time 53 seconds after the start of the experiment, and (iii) a ping flow that sent requests every 1 sec to measure round-trip time. When all three flows were served with best-effort IP service, the TCP flow throughput enjoyed more than 6 Gbps, while the ping flow delays increased from 2.3 ms (when the TCP flow was absent) to 60.6 ms (in the presence of the TCP flow). We then configured the router to classify packets into two classes, and direct packets of each class to a separate virtual queue on the egress interface. The UDP and ping flows were placed in the first class, and the TCP flow was placed the second class. Weighted-fair queueing (WFQ) was used with a 40-60 split between the first and second queues, but the transmitter was configured to operate in a work-conserving mode, which meant that if one of the virtual queues did not have packets, the other queue would be served even in excess of its rate allocation. This allowed the TCP flow to still enjoy 6 Gbps, while the ping delay was 2.3 ms even in the presence of the TCP flow.
In summary, if a flows can be identified at the ingress routers of a provider's network and subject to QoS control, the adverse effects of these flows on delay-sensitive flows can be mitigated. [11] , [12] .
General methods for traffic classification include port and payload based techniques, both of which have limitations (port numbers are ephemeral and payload based techniques are hindered by encryption) [13] . General machine learning tech niques for traffic classification are of interest in the research community [14]-[17]; some of these solutions are based on analysis of NetFlow reports.
These techniques are more complex but have broad applica bility. In contrast, our proposed technique for HNTES works for large scientific data transfers as the servers/clusters used for such transfers have static public IP addresses.
IV. HNTES OVERVIEW
In prior work [2] , we proposed a hybrid network traffic engineering system (HNTES) for a-flow identification and redirection to QoS-controlled, traffic-engineered paths. Traffic engineering is used for path selection. Since the setup phase in virtual-circuit (VC) networking allows for path selection, REN providers, such as ESnet, Internet2, JGN-X, GEANT2, and others, have deployed a dynamic VC service to complement their basic IP-routed service [3] . As a flows require high rates, the use of VCs would allow the circuit scheduler (called an Inter-Domain Controller (IDC) [18] ) to choose a less utilized path. The term "hybrid network" in the name HNTES thus denotes a network with both virtual-circuit and IP-routed services.
HNTES is a network management software system that is deployed on an external server. It communicates with the routers, IDC, and NetFlow collector (an external server to which routers export their collected NetFlow reports) within its own network. Its functions are described below.
a-flow address prefix identification: Periodically HNTES obtains NetFlow reports from the NetFlow collector, and analyzes these reports to identify the source and destination IP address prefixes of a flows. A NetFlow report r has the following parameters:
where Ir: ingress router, Sr: source IP address, dr: destina tion IP address, Pr: source port number, qr: destination port number, Yr: protocol type, ir: UTC timestamp of the first packet in the report, lr: UTC timestamp of the last packet in the report, Vr: number of packets in the report, and Or: total number of octets (bytes) across all packets in the report. In general, NetFlow reports can be collected on any interface of a router, but for HNTES, we proposed to collect these reports on external-facing (inter-domain) interfaces in the incoming direction. Therefore, the router at which NetFlow reports are collected is necessarily the ingress router at which these flows enter the provider's network. As part of NetFlow configuration, administrators set a parameter called active timeout interval, Tmax, which is the maximum time before the router will export a report out to the collector. Therefore, for all NetFlow reports 0::; lr -i r ::; Tmax A NetFlow report r is said to be an a NetFlow report if:
where H is a size threshold. Any flow that has at least one a NetFlow report is classified as an a flow, and the source and destination IP address prefixes {s�, d�} corresponding to {Sf'> dr} is referred to as the flow's a prefix ID. Assuming that HNTES runs on a nightly basis, it creates a list of a prefix IDs to store in a set Fi, where i is a per-day index.
Configuring routers for future a-flow redirection: The source-destination IP address prefix pairs {s', d'} in Fi are used to set firewall filter rules at each ingress router to separate out packets from future a flows and redirect them to traffic engineered, QoS-controlled virtual circuits. While the REN virtual-circuit services are being developed for inter-domain usage, adoption by providers is proceeding slowly. Therefore, HNTES is currently designed to use only intra-domain circuits. The technological solution of carrying IP packets over MPLS label switched paths (LSPs) for segments of an end-to-end path is leveraged by HNTES. On each day i, HNTES determines the egress router E corresponding to each new destination d' in Fi, and sends requests to the IDC for an LSP, if one does not already exist. The IDC executes three steps: (i) sets up the LSP between ingress router I and egress router E,
(ii) configures QoS mechanisms such as WFQ scheduling as described in Section II, and (iii) configures a rule in the firewall filter at router I to identify packets corresponding to {s', d'} and direct them to the virtual queue served by the MPLS LSP.
If an LSP already exists between I and E corresponding to a Incoming flows on day i whose source and destination addresses match one of the a prefix IDs in the firewall filter Fi will be automatically classified as a flows by the router and directed to the virtual queue for the corresponding MPLS LSP. Thus if a flows are repeatedly created between the same source-destination hosts/subnets, then the HNTES solution will be highly effective in isolating a flows from other flows. To prevent the firewall filter from growing too large, an aging parameter A (e.g., 30 days) is used to delete rules corresponding to which no flows have been observed. Thus, HNTES changes the set Fi on a daily basis.
In summary, the HNTES design uses an offline approach, in which a prefix IDs are determined through a post analysis, in contrast to an online approach in which a flows would be identified from a live analysis of ongoing traffic.
V. EVALUATION OF HNTES
To evaluate HNTES, we obtained NetFlow reports from four ESnet routers for a 7-month period (May-Nov. 2011, a period of 214 days), and analyzed these reports. The four routers were carefully selected to represent different roles as shown in Fig. 2 . Router-l and router-2 are provider-edge (PE) routers located in ESnet customers' sites, and hence connected to a single customer (DOE national laboratory) network each. Router-3 is a core router connected to multiple ESnet PE routers, and multiple national and international REN peers, such as Internet2 and AARnet. While the REN peers connect to ESnet at some of its other core routers, the ESnet PE routers connected to router-3 are not connected to any other ESnet routers. Thus, all packets from/to the set of customer networks connected to router-3 that are not destined to/sourced from networks within that set pass through router-3. Router-4 is one of several ESnet routers used for commercial peering.
Our NetFlow observation points (OP), as shown in Fig. 2 , include only the input side of external-facing (inter-domain) interfaces to avoid double counting flows. For example, a flows in which files are being transferred from the customer network connected to router-l will be identified from NetFlow reports collected at router-I, while a flows in which files are being transferred to the customer network connected to router-I will be identified from NetFlow reports collected on the input-side of inter-domain links at other routers (e.g., OPs at the other three routers in Fig. 2) . The values of Tmax and H from this collected NetFlow report set are 60 sec and 1 GB, respectively. NetFlow is configured for 1-in-lOOO packet sampling in ESnet routers.
The goals of the analysis are to determine: (i) whether the offline HNTES scheme is effective in that a significant fraction of bytes generated by a flows is isolated, or whether an online scheme is required, (ii) whether to use 124 or /32 sized address prefixes in the firewall filters, and (iii) the router interfaces to designate as observation points (OPs) for NetFlow data collection. Our findings are (i) an offline scheme is effective in a-flow identification and isolation (over 90% at PE routers), (ii) using 124 address prefixes leads to higher effectiveness than using /32 address prefixes at a cost of a small percentage (around 10%) of non-file-transfer flow ("afflicted-flow") packets being routed to the a-flow virtual circuits, and (iii) the designated OPs should include both directions of external facing interfaces of PE routers rather than core router or commercial-peering router interfaces.
Section V-A presents our effectiveness analysis and Sec tion V-B presents our afflicted-flows analysis.
A. Effe ctiveness Analysis
Methodology: Let Ai be the set of a NetFlow reports on day i (1 :::; i :::; 214), and Oi be the total number of bytes reported in a NetFlow reports (a bytes) on day i:
Flows whose source and destination addresses have corre sponding entries in the firewall filter Fi on day i will be au tomatically isolated by the routers as described in Section IV. Therefore, the total number of bytes that would have been redirected on day i, denoted by O i, is given by:
Two types of effectiveness are evaluated:
when Oi -# 0; if Oi = 0, Ei is said to be "not applicable."
The goal of HNTES is to achieve high effectiveness so that few, if any, a flows will get routed to the same virtual queue as general-purpose flows. Given the adverse effects of a flows on delay-sensitive flows, as demonstrated by the experiment described in Section II, the fewer the number of such a flows, the better the user-perceived performance. Results -Impact of aging parameter: Both effectiveness and the size of the firewall filter are dependent on the value of aging parameter A. Therefore, we first characterize the effect of different values of A on these measures. Fig. 3 shows the growth in the size of the firewall filter at router-I for four values of the aging parameter (in the 00 setting, firewall filter rules would not be aged out). Firewall filters should be kept small for operational reasons, and also because some routers have small size limits for such filters. Graphs for the other 3 routers are similar in that past day 100, the size of the firewall filter is almost stable when the aging parameter is 30 or smaller (see the low coefficient-of-variation (cv) values in the first three rows of Table I ). Fig. 4 compares the cumulative effectiveness for router-l under the same four aging parameter values for the 124 address prefix case as in Fig. 3 . With an aging parameter of 30 days, cumulative effectiveness values are close to the best-case values when rules are never aged out. Similar results are observed for the other 3 routers. As a value of A = 30 days offers a good tradeoff between high effectiveness and firewall filter size, this value is assumed in analyzing the data for the three goals outlined earlier.
Results -Effectiveness comparison:
Row 4 of Table I shows the cumulative effectiveness for each router for /24 and /32 address prefixes. For all routers, this measure is higher for 124 address prefixes. This is because clusters in the same 124 subnet are often used for data transfers, which means that an a flow from a new host (i.e., one from which there were no previously observed a flows) will be redirected with 124 prefix based firewall filter rules, but not with /32 based rules.
Row 4 of Table I also shows that the effectiveness values are lower for router-3 and router-4 when compared to the PE routers, router-l and router-2 . For an explanation, consider the following observations made from the results in Rows 4-8 of Table I, Table III, Table II 1) The high cumulative effectiveness for the PE routers, router-l and router-2 , for the 124 prefix, shown in Row 4 of Table I is supported by Fig. 5, Fig. 6 , and Row 5 of Table I . Fig. 5 shows that the router-l daily effectiveness value is 1 on many days (quantified as 90 days in Row 5), which means that a significant fraction of a flows would have been identified and directed to the appropriate virtual circuits because of firewall filter entries. This is consistent with Fig. 6 , which shows that daily effectiveness, Ei > 90% for more than 150 days for router-l and more than 130 days even for router-3. 2) The lower cumulativeness effectiveness for router-3 and router-4 in Row 4 of Table I is supported by the higher number of days when Ei = 0 for these routers as seen in Row 6 of Table I , and the larger (0,0.1) bar for router-3 in Fig. 6 . The numbers presented in Table II suggest that a larger aging parameter at router-3 and router-4 can be used to improve effectiveness. Given the fairly small firewall-filter sizes for these routers seen in Row 1 of Table I , higher number of days in which a flows were not observed at router-3 and router-4 (see Row 7 of Table I) , and the lower number of a NetFlow reports as seen in Table III (a maximum value of only 62 at router-4), the firewall filter size should be acceptable even at higher values of the aging interval. 3) There are fewer a prefix IDs (Row 8 of Table I ) but larger number of days when Ei = 1 at router-3 and router-4 than at the PE routers for /32 addresses. 4) For 124 addresses, the number of a prefix IDs is lower for router-3 than for router-2 (see Row 8 of Table I ), even though the latter is one of the PE routers connected to the former.
Explanations for observations:
Observation 1: The PE routers are connected to ESnet cus tomer sites that house supercomputing facilities on which scientists run their applications and generate datasets. As scientists repeatedly use these facilities, a flows occur between the same source-destination pairs. A firewall filter rule created with an address prefix pair observed on one day is repeatedly able to redirect packets from future a flows.
The lower number of a NetFlow reports at router-3 and router-4 are because there are fewer uploads of large datasets than downloads from ESnet cus tomer sites. Since these sites are DOE national laboratories with the supercomputing centers, more a flows are likely to be downloads from ESnet customer site servers rather than uploads. Recall the observation points shown in Fig. 2 from which the NetFlow reports are collected for each router. As NetFlow reports are collected for the input-side of the interface connecting each PE router to its customer network, a flows generated by downloads from ESnet customer sites will be identified in the router-l and router-2 reports. In contrast, since the observation points for router-3 and router-4 are on the input-side of interfaces from RENs and commercial peers, only uploads made to ESnet customer sites will appear as a flows in these NetFlow reports, and as there are likely to be fewer of these uploads, we see fewer a NetFlow reports at router-3 and router-4 .
Given the lower frequency of uploads, HNTES effectiveness is lower since repeated a flows are not observed between the same source-destination pairs. 92%  83%  83%  76%  67%  50%  3  49  21  104  72  86  60  5  2  4  12  23  25  51  1  0  0  21  21  35  35  1548  28 1  1639  104  228  117  239 these routers have higher loads than the PE routers, l-in-lOOO NetFlow packet sampling rate may have led to missed a-flow packets. Observation 3: It appears that fewer servers are used in up loads to DOE laboratories than in downloads, which explains the higher number of days when Ei = 1 for /32 addresses at router-3 and router-4 than at the PE routers. Observation 4: Given the connectivity of router-2 to router-3, as shown in Fig. 2 , we expected a larger number of a prefix IDs at router-3 than at router-2 . However, the numbers are reversed, with 28 1 a prefix IDs observed at router-2 for the 124 case, which is more than double the number (104) observed at router-3. Our explanation for observation 2 that the number of downloads are greater than the number of uploads is likely the reason for this observation too.
A conclusion from this analysis is that given the higher effectiveness rates of HNTES for NetFlow reports collected at PE routers, NetFlow reports could be obtained for both directions of external-facing interfaces at PE routers. Since ESnet does not offer transit service, all a flows are sourced from or destined to ESnet customer sites, and therefore lo cating observation points at just these routers is sufficient for complete coverage. Given the lower traffic loads at the PE routers when compared to core routers, it is more likely that packets from a majority of a flows will be sampled at these routers than at core routers through which a flows from/to multiple sites traverse.
B. Affiicted-fiow characterization
With respect to our goal of comparing the suitability of 124 and /32 address prefixes for use in firewall filters, Section V-A illustrated that effectiveness is higher with /24 address prefixes. However, the negative aspect of this choice is that j3 (non-a) flows whose source and destination addresses are within the address ranges of the prefixes stored in the firewall filter Fi will be directed to the a-flow virtual queues and corresponding MPLS LSPs. Packets from these j3 flows could then be subject to increased delays and jitter. Since flows from interactive applications are sensitive to delay/jitter, the subset of j3 flows generated by non-file-transfer applications are referred to as "afflicted flows." The /24 and /32 choices are compared on measures related to afflicted-flow packets.
Next, we determine the percentage of afflicted-flow packets in samples of ,B-flow packets. The purpose of this analysis is to meet our goal of determining whether an online HNTES is required. An online HNTES that analyzes live traffic could extract o:-flow port numbers, and use these in firewall filter rules, unlike an offline HNTES that can only use source and destination addresses/address prefixes. With these more specific port-based filter rules, there would be no afflicted flows. Thus, if the percentage of afflicted-flow packets is high in the samples of ,B-flow packets, then we will conclude that an online HNTES is required. If not, we will conclude that an offline HNTES is sufficient. NetFlow reports (denoted by all NetFiow reports that do not cross the H-bytes threshold in (1)) is extracted for day i such that Vr E Bi, O r < H, {s�, d�} E Pi. Packets from flows represented by NetFiow reports in set Bi form a sample of packets that would be directed to the o:-flow virtual queue and its MPLS LSP because they unfortunately share 0: prefix IDs. As assumption is made here that all prefix IDs in set Pi are in the firewall filter (a fair assumption for most days as seen in Fig. 5) .
Towards identifying the percentage of non-file-transfer (non-FT) flow packets within set Bi, we apply three steps in sequence. First, we extract out NetFlow reports corresponding to 0: flows identified by set Ai. Next, we find the set of NetFlow reports from file transfers using a heuristic. Third, we separate out NetFlow reports from connections with well known port numbers. These steps are applied in sequence to distinguish flows from s cp, a file transfer application that uses the ssh well-known port number (some of these flows could fall in the first o:-flow category or second non-o: flow file transfer category) from interactive ssh flows, such as those from a remote terminal application such as SecureCRT (third category). Flows from the third category and the leftover NetFlow reports are the ones considered to be "afflicted."
NetFlow reports in sets Bi, 1 :s: i :s: 214, are classified into four groups:
• Ci, set of reports from 0: flows: r E Ci iff there is a report r ' E Ai such that Sr = Sr', dr = dr', Pr = Pr', q r = q r', and Yr = Yr' (see Section IV for notation).
• Di, set of reports from other file transfers: r E Di iff r E Bi -Ci, o r /v r > 1000 bytes, o r > G where G < H, and there exists another report r ' E Bi -Ci such that Sr = Sr', dr = dr', Pr = Pr', q r = q r', Yr = Yr', O r' /v r' > 1000 and O r' > G. Observations have shown that flow reports that meet these criteria are typically from file-transfer applications.
• Wi, set of non-FT NetFlow reports with well-known port numbers: r E Bi -Ci -Di, iff Pr or q r is one of several and percentage of afflicted-flow packets, which is given by
Unlike in the effectiveness analysis where bytes were used, here packets are used because the estimation of bytes with the multiplier factor of 1000 is less accurate with non-o: flows (recall the l-in-1000 NetFlow packet sampling rate).
Results: Fig. 7 shows the daily number of afflicted-flow packets in W + L in router-I , when G is set to 10MB.
Similar graphs are observed for the three other routers. On this measure, /32 address prefixes in firewall filters enjoys an advantage over 124 address prefixes because of the former's higher specificity. This contrasts with the advantage enjoyed by 124 address prefixes over /32 prefixes in the effectiveness measure. Table IV shows the second metric, percentage of afflicted flow packets over the 214-day period. These percentages are not significantly high even for 124 address prefixes. Further more, considering that the number of non-a flows that do not share a prefix IDs is much higher than that of a flows, when the afflicted-flow packets are considered as a percentage of the total number of non-a-flow packets, the relative negative effect of using 124 prefixes is even lower.
We conclude therefore that the choice of 124 address prefixes for the firewall filter is better than /32. If /32 prefixes are used, then there is a higher probability that an a flow is sent to the virtual queue served by IP-routed service where it can negatively impact the delay/jitter of many more non-a flows. On the other hand, if 124 prefixes are used, then a small percentage of non-a flows are subject to the adverse effects of a flows by being directed to the a-flow virtual queue and its MPLS LSP.
With regards to online vs. offline HNTES, we conclude that as the percentage of afflicted-flow packets is sufficiently small, and effectiveness is high, offline HNTES is a sufficient solution.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Towards designing a traffic engineering system for high-rate large-sized (a) flows, NetFlow reports were collected at four ESnet routers for 7 months and analyzed. The analysis shows that it is feasible to deploy an offline hybrid network traffic engineering system (HNTES) that can be highly effective in identifying and isolating a flows to mitigate their adverse effects on other flows. Our analysis led us to conclude the following: (i) offline HNTES is highly effective and does not cause a high afflicted-flow packet percentage necessitating an online HNTES that can additionally include port numbers in firewall filter rules (afflicted flows are non-file-transfer flow packets that get directed to a-flow virtual queues and corre sponding virtual circuits because of shared address prefixes), (ii) the use of 124 address prefixes in firewall filter rules leads to higher effectiveness than /32 addresses without increasing the percentage of afflicted-flow packets significantly, and (iii) NetFlow report observation points should include both di rections of the interfaces connecting provider-edge routers to single customer networks rather than core router interfaces.
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